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ABSTRACT 

Worldwide, breast cancer is an extremely prevalent cancer in women. Breast cancer is 

common enough that often times, an individual knows at least one person who has had 

the disease or who currently has the disease. With such a high prevalence, there is great 

amount of effort being put into finding a cure through medications and procedures. Many 

treatment options exist, each having specific benefits, side effects, and risks. With an 

ever-growing interest in finding a cure to breast cancer and improving symptom 

management in the meantime, some wonder if natural over-the-counter supplements 

could be the answer. The purpose of this study was to determine the prevalence and 

specific types of over-the-counter (OTC) and/or food supplements currently being used 

within the breast cancer population.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Breast cancer is highly prevalent amongst women and is more commonly found in 

women, as opposed to men. One in eight women will develop breast cancer throughout 

their lives (U.S. Breast Cancer Statistics, 2018). In women, breast cancer is second only 

to lung cancer in being a leading cause of death (Ma & Jemal, 2012). Some believe that 

the cause of increased breast cancer rates in the United States has to do with the western 

lifestyle – including living a sedentary lifestyle, smoking, and eating a high calorie diet 

(Jemal, Center, DeSantis, & Ward, 2010). There are even data suggesting that less 

developed countries are beginning to have increasing trends in breast cancer case 

incidences due to these countries following in these westernized habits (Jemal, Center, 

DeSantis, & Ward, 2010). While this is a possible contributor to the increased prevalence 

in breast cancer, it must also be stated that with a longer life expectancy of the 

population, more disease may arise. In addition, as successful treatments for breast cancer 

evolve and improve, the number of patients living with breast cancer will increase. 

 In order to understand prevalence, the disease itself must be understood. Breast 

cancer occurs when cells grow out of control. Palpation is a typical way in which many 

individuals find that they have cancer (Antoniou, et al., 2003), and upon further tests and 

studies, including mammography, they learn of a cancer diagnosis. The change in cells, 

causing them to be cancerous, is often times due to mutations in genes (Balch, et al., 

2016). Once the cells are out of control and cannot stop growing, they form into what is 

known as a tumor. Oncologists and oncology researchers are working to understand what 

initiates cancerous changes in breast cells. One theory focuses on changes in the 

extracellular matrix of the cell that causes the stiffening and clumping of said cells 
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(Huang & Ingber, 2005). Tumors that are malignant can in some cases spread to other 

parts of a person’s body. A tumor can also be categorized as benign, meaning that the 

cells, which make it up, are not cancerous (Balch, et al., 2016). One risk factor for breast 

cancer relates to mutations in certain genes, such as BRCA 1 and BRCA 2, which are 

tumor suppression genes. Mutations in these genes can be inherited by familial means 

and are associated with increased risk of breast and ovarian cancer (Antoniou, et al., 

2003). Many factors determine the variation and mortality rate of the population affected 

by breast cancer, including race and ethnicity, as well as socioeconomic factors (Ma & 

Jemal, 2012).  

 Depending on the type of cancer cells that are causing the tumor, an individual 

will be diagnosed with one of four types of breast cancer. These sub-types of breast 

cancer are based on the expression, or lack thereof, of three different receptors that effect 

disease progression and determine treatment options, including human epidermal factor-2 

receptor (being positive or negative [HER2+/HER2-]), estrogen receptor (ER+/ER-), and 

progesterone receptor (PR+/PR-), or none of the above (so called triple negative, or ER-, 

PR-, HER-2-) (Onitilo, Engel, Greenlee, & Mukesh, 2009). HER2+ breast cancers are 

detected by using a polymer (Her2 HercepTest Kit). If a tumor is HER2+, the human 

epidermal factor-2 is leading to the growth of the tumor (Susan G. Komen - About Breast 

Cancer, 2017). ER+ and PR+ breast cancers are detected by using an ER and PR assay 

clone. “Staining of >20% of tumor cell nuclei is considered [a] positive” test (Onitilo, 

Engel, Greenlee, & Mukesh, 2009). If the staining is less than 5% of the tumor nuclei, the 

test is negative. If the tumor is ER+ and/or PR+, it means that the tumor may grow in 

response to the binding of hormones (estrogen and progesterone) to these receptors 
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(Susan G. Komen - About Breast Cancer, 2017). In a large study using data from 1992-

2011, the prevalence of breast cancer subtypes was studied (Kohler, et al., 2015). The 

majority of cases (73%) were ER+/PR+/HER2-. Triple negative breast cancer, with ER-

/PR-/HER2-, was the second most common (13%). Next, ER+/PR+/HER2+ consisted of 

9% of all cases. Lastly, ER-/PR-/HER2+ comprised 5% of all cases of breast cancer 

within the population.  

 In addition to designating the subtype based on receptor expression, the tumor can 

also be classified as to its stage, which is based on tumor size, lymph node involvement, 

and distant metastasis. There are five stages, including stage 0, which means that the 

cancer is non-invasive and remains in the breast duct (Breast Cancer Stages, 2018). Stage 

I means the cancer is very small, but invasive, having spread outside of the duct or into 

the lymph nodes. For stages II and III, tumors are increasingly larger, and may involve 

the chest wall, with more lymph nodes being positive. Stage IV breast cancer has spread 

beyond the breast and close lymph nodes to other organs of the body, with the most 

frequent sites being bone, liver, and brain.  The treatment plan for each individual varies 

based on the subtype of cancer along with the stage at initial diagnosis. 

 The cancer is treated in specific ways depending on the initial diagnosis (Balch, et 

al., 2016). Surgery is typically a consideration after a breast cancer diagnosis. There are 

two specific types of surgeries – a lumpectomy to remove the tumor, and a mastectomy to 

remove a breast. In either case, if the cancer has spread to local lymph nodes, those nodes 

may be removed as well. Another treatment option is chemotherapy, which is the use of 

anti-cancer drugs typically given intravenously. This therapy is known as a systemic 

treatment because it is an intravenous medication and can and will affect multiple 
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systems and cell growth throughout a person’s body. Additional treatment options 

include radiation therapy. With this treatment, X-rays are targeted at the cancerous cells. 

Often times, radiation therapies are used as secondary treatment post-surgery to ensure 

that all cancerous cells die and are removed from the body (Early Breast cancer Tialists' 

Collaborative Group, 2005). The goal of the treatment, like all other treatments is to get 

rid of the current cancerous cells and to decrease the risk of the cancer returning back to 

the patient (Balch, et al., 2016). Hormone therapy is an additional form of treatment. In 

this method, hormone-blockers are used to block tumors from receiving the needed 

growth factors. By blocking the pathway for tumors to grow, the idea is that that cell will 

stop proliferating and the tumor no longer grows. Finally, there is targeted therapy as a 

treatment for breast cancer. The goal of targeted therapy is to direct changes at the gene 

level and protein level. The goal of all of these approaches is to decrease tumor burden, to 

prevent further growth of the tumor, and to prevent further spread.  

 In addition to these standard treatments, complementary and alternative medicine 

(CAM) is another treatment option used by breast cancer patients (Complementary and 

Alternative Medicine, 2015). Complementary treatments are used alongside common 

treatment options. Alternative treatment is normally in place of the common medical 

treatment options. When a physician mixes the common breast cancer treatments with 

complementary breast cancer treatments, the patient is now getting integrative care. In a 

study of 18 countries, it was found that 40% of individuals with all types of cancer 

currently used CAM (Horneber, Bueschel, & Dennert, 2011). Specific to breast cancer 

patients, a study in 2017, involving 269 female patients with breast cancer, found that in 

addition to treatment prescribed by physicians, 41% reported use of herbal medicine in 
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relation to their cancer goals (Samuels, Ben-Arye, Maimon, & Berger, 2017). “The 

prevalence of CAM use by breast cancer patients varies; however, it is typically higher 

than among individuals in the general population” (DiGianni, Garber, & Winer, 2002). 

Some report that breast cancer survivors use CAM more so than any other cancer 

survivor (Bright-Gbebry, et al., 2011). Either way, post-diagnosis studies of breast cancer 

patients report 60% using CAM (Neuhouser, et al., 2016), with the most common CAM 

modality being natural products. Concerning vitamin and mineral use amongst breast 

cancer patients, before diagnosis, 84% of patients reported use, and after diagnosis 82% 

also reported using such supplements, the most common vitamins and minerals being 

calcium, vitamin D, vitamin B6, and magnesium (Greenlee, et al., 2014). Multivitamins 

seem to have a slightly lower prevalence in that pre-diagnosis 54% and post-diagnosis 

72% of breast cancer patients in a study used a multivitamin (Kwan, et al., 2012). 

Additionally, body-based practices may also be used (Neuhouser, et al., 2016). 

 The use of a naturopathic doctor (ND) in learning more about CAM resources can 

be helpful to certain individuals. In fact, in a study done of 2527 participants, 12% of 

breast cancer patients used a “skilled CAM practitioner” (Saxe, Madlensky, Kealey, Wu, 

Freeman, & Pierce, 2008) in receiving their CAM treatment. These skilled professionals 

not only include NDs, but also acupuncturists, chiropractors, and homeopaths. NDs often 

use therapeutic methods that include treatment with non-pharmaceutical substances. One 

study reports integrative oncology support by NDs, who prescribed over “72 oral or 

topical, nutritional, botanical, fungal and bacterial-based medicines” (Standish, et al., 

2016). In this study, 26%  (n=324) of patients were prescribed injectable therapy. Listed 

amongst the injectables are mistletoe and vitamin B, along with ascorbate and artesunate. 
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For such treatment, the cost ranges from about $1600/year to $6200/year depending on 

the severity of the cancer. While this may be a common alternative therapy provided by 

NDs, there still remain conflicting views on the suitability of CAM use during 

chemotherapy (Zirpoli, et al., 2013). This conflict is based on the potential for the 

chemotherapy to have reduced efficacy depending on the supplement being taken by the 

breast cancer patient.  

 While complementary medicine may have potential benefits, with little research 

on herbal supplements, there is also risk. In a 2017 study, 15% of participants were told 

to stop taking the herbal products due to “safety-related concerns” (Samuels, Ben-Arye, 

Maimon, & Berger, 2017). Another study reported 44% of patients currently receiving 

chemotherapy and 32% of patients receiving radiation used CAM substances 

concurrently (Sweet, Dowd, Zhou, Standish, & Andersen, 2016). This data shows the 

potential issues associated with non-reporting of OTC and/or food supplements uses to a 

physician. “Although botanicals are perceived as natural and safe remedies, it is 

important for breast cancer patients and their healthcare providers to realize that they 

have not been rigorously tested for potential toxic effects and/or drug/botanical 

interactions” (Dietz, Hajirahimkhan, Dunlap, & Bolton, 2016). In general, CAM 

treatments offer “effective supportive care strategies,” (Greenlee, et al., 2017) but 

unfortunately, with the lack of evidence, the methods are difficult to definitively 

recommend or avoid.  
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SURVEY DEVELOPMENT  

Software Training 

 The goal of this study was to develop an anonymous survey that could be 

completed online, thus allowing for the use of social media platforms to facilitate 

recruitment. To this end, REDCap was identified as a suitable platform. Because of this 

software’s capabilities, it was used for development and delivery of the survey, which 

was initiated at the start of the project. “REDCap is a secure web application for building 

and managing online surveys and databases” (REDCap Software, 2004). The Funk 

laboratory had previously used this software in order to deliver a similar survey querying 

dietary supplement use by individuals with rheumatoid arthritis (n=700 respondents, 

primarily recruited using social media platforms). Additionally, it is a secure site that 

allows users to build an online survey from scratch while also acting as a storage system 

for incoming data. Another benefit of this software is that it holds the capability to collect 

and store data when retrieved from off-line mobile devices (such as iPads, iPhones, etc.).   

 Upon beginning, it was necessary to become certified and truly understand how to 

use said software. Taking three certification classes, this training provided basic 

information on creating and sending out surveys, using branching logic (sending users to 

different areas depending on their answer to initial question), and using the mobile 

application. With the knowledge, I began to build the survey. 
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Field Research 

 Throughout the process of developing the survey, there were many people 

consulted in order to ensure that we would provide the simplest and most functional 

survey for the breast cancer population. Interacting with the following individuals has 

also led me to better understand how different medical professionals approach the breast 

cancer diagnosis in relation to OTC and/or food supplement consumption as a 

complementary treatment.  

 At the beginning of the process, I was introduced to Beth High, a Breast Cancer 

Oncology Nurse Navigator at Arizona Cancer Center. Being a nurse navigator, she 

provides information for breast cancer patients at the start of their journey as well as 

along the road to survivorship. Her job is to “tee-up” all of the initial information about 

each patient at the beginning of the process, and then she follows up at the end of 

treatment with each patient and creates a Survivorship Care Plan for that individual. She 

leads her patients by answering any and all questions they have about breast cancer. Her 

first question to each person is “what do you know about breast cancer?” Upon 

explaining the ideas behind my thesis, she said there was minimal data on most OTC 

and/or food supplements, and that no western doctor would prescribe and/or recommend 

them. However, she acknowledged that some breast cancer patients still continue to take 

these supplements. If these supplements are taken complementary to treatment, in some 

cases it is okay, but Ms. High strongly encouraged that these supplements should not be 

taken alongside chemotherapy. When further questioned about this, she mentioned the 

lack of data for drug-drug interactions. That sparked the idea within my mind to make 

that a focus of this survey – finding which OTCs and/or food supplements were most 
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commonly used by breast cancer patients, so that a list could be compiled for physicians 

and researchers to further study, potentially considering both efficacy and safety. Ms. 

High continued in saying that because of patients worrying that their doctors will be 

disappointed with them, most do not report the use of these supplements.  

 Next, I went on to speak with Pavani Chalasani, MD, MPH, the lead breast cancer 

oncologist in the Hematology and Oncology Division at Banner University Medical 

Center. By the time I met with Dr. Chalasani for the first time, I had developed a rough 

outline of the survey. In addition to asking her about the prevalent use of OTC and/or 

food supplements in her patient population, which we were also identifying in our in-

person research and literature reviews, we also were interested in understanding how best 

to capture accurate, self-reported information about breast cancer subtype and staging in 

the survey, so that this information could potentially be later correlated with OTC and/or 

food supplement use. Because she works with this population of patients on a daily basis, 

Dr. Chalasani’s expertise was extremely helpful. Overall, Dr. Chalasani gave the team 

feedback and suggestions that increased our confidence that patients would be able to 

understand and participate in a study like the one described. We have maintained contact 

with Dr. Chalasani, sought her opinion when considering all revisions to the survey, 

particularly with respect to patient-understandable language, and also enlisted her aid 

with recruitment. 

 Following Dr. Chalasani’s visit, there was a shift in focus to identifying more 

commonly used supplements to specifically list on the survey, as this listing would 

provide examples to survey takers of the types of products being queried and aid in later 

data analysis. We enlisted the assistance of Michelle Bratton, a registered dietician at the 
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Arizona Cancer Center, to discuss this matter. Ms. Bratton is the Oncology Dietician, 

meaning that she talks to patients about foods and diets that are better for cancer patients. 

With her knowledge, she is able to advise patients with multiple types of cancer on how 

to eat correctly in order to prevent cancer growth and/or in order to survive through the 

battle with cancer. We wanted her thoughts and opinion on the list of supplements we 

were formulating to include in the survey to determine if it was a good representation of 

what current breast cancer patients currently take and/or what is marketed to them. In 

addition to supplements that she was aware of, she also suggested some food sources that 

she specifically recommends for breast cancer patients. During this meeting, Ms. Bratton 

indicated that recommended diets differ based on the cancer diagnosis (colon cancer and 

breast cancer will have two different diet plans). While this applies in most cases, there 

are some items, like a multivitamin or probiotic that are recommended for all.  

 Looking for additional information from sources that may be relevant when 

patients are obtaining information informing their own usage choices, I visited two stores 

specializing in the sale of natural products and dietary supplements - the local Natural 

Grocer’s Super Market and Whole Foods store. Speaking with the “health specialists” at 

each store, I fudged a story about a great aunt of mine who had just finished 

chemotherapy after being diagnosed with breast cancer. I wanted to see how each would 

react and what they would recommend to a normal consumer coming in and asking these 

questions. One pointed me in the direction of Greens – SuperGreens (mixtures of dried 

fruits and vegetables with protein). Additionally, this individual provided me with a 

Cancer Resources sheet, which had books, websites, support groups, and practitioners. It 

was very interesting, and I liked being able to learn what an encounter like this would be 
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like for a breast cancer patient. Unfortunately, in neither of these places did anyone 

suggest that I have “my aunt” take any specific OTCs and/or food supplements. Though I 

asked, the specialists told me that beginning supplement use was more of a question for a 

physician visit. This was contrary to my hypothesis which had been that going into the 

store, the health specialists would have recommended multiple OTC and/or food 

supplements right on the spot. Though my hypothesis was not correct, it was a good 

outcome because we learned that in the marketing aspect in Tucson, Arizona, no one at 

either of these stores was targeting any specific OTC or food supplements to sell to these 

patients. Upon going online, https://www.naturalgrocers.com, additional resources to 

maintain breast health were found, advertising targeted supplements for consumers to 

buy.  

 To continue the search for information on OTC and food supplements to include 

in the survey, we consulted Dr. Leila Ali-Akbarian, a professor of Family and 

Community Medicine who also completed the Integrative Medicine fellowship at the UA. 

She has a specialty clinic at the cancer center to provide integrative cancer care and was 

recommended to us by both Beth High and Michelle Bratton. When we met, we went 

over a working draft of the survey, which at this time had an extremely extensive list of 

supplements. As a group, Dr. Ali-Akbarian, Dr. Funk, and I went over each individual 

component in order to shorten the list to enhance survey completion, while still 

preserving a list of those products most likely to be taken. Additionally, during this 

process, we were exposed to her typical plan of action for breast cancer patients.   

 Based on the recommendation of Dr. Ali-Akbarian, Dr. Funk and I also decided to 

reach out to a naturopathic physician of whom she was aware, a practitioner located at the 
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nearby Pascua Yaqui reservation, Dr. Apryl Krause. Though she works with some breast 

cancer patients, her primary focus is not on this population. She instead, connected us 

with Dr. Dan Rubin, a naturopathic doctor in Phoenix specializing in the treatment of 

breast cancer from whom she obtains all of her treatment plans. While Dr. Rubin was not 

available for an informal consultation, an online video about his practice confirmed 

published data from naturopathic practices regarding the use of intravenously 

administered mistletoe extracts, which we therefore retained in our survey. Dr. Funk, Dr. 

Ali-Akbarian, and I had hoped to meet together with Dr. Krause to better understand how 

all fields of medicine can interact to work and communicate more efficiently and 

effectively in the case of breast cancer and integrative medicine; however at the time of 

writing this thesis, a meeting was still pending. Based on all of the background 

information collected from these various sources, which was quite diverse, a question 

was also included in the survey to determine what sources of information the participants 

have used to determine their own choice of supplements.  
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Survey Instrument Development 

 Through discussions with care providers and reviews of literature, specific 

products potentially used by breast cancer patients were identified. Experience with the 

prior arthritis survey suggested that inclusion of specific lists of products helped survey 

respondents understand the types of products the research team was investigating 

(vitamin, mineral, and non-vitamin / non-mineral dietary supplements, as well as other 

botanical products delivered in other formats) and also helped with later data analysis 

when compiling responses. At the same time, it was important to include open-ended 

questions that would allow for capture of a complete picture of what an individual was 

taking. In meetings with Dr. Chalasani, Michelle Bratton, and Dr. Ali-Akbarian, the list 

of specific products listed was cropped so that it would be inclusive of items anticipated 

to be common, but still limited in length to facilitate survey completion. Throughout the 

process of creating the survey, the list of products was edited more than 24 times. While 

all of the above was a requirement for the survey, other structural elements of the survey 

were modified to ensure that participants would not get distracted/bored taking it. To 

accomplish this, the survey was created using a branching logic and a plethora of 

question styles. The style of question varied from short answer, radio buttons, check-all-

that-apply, and more. Additionally, the survey had to be simply and clearly worded so 

that any participant attempting to complete the survey would be able to understand the 

questions asked and have solid responses. Since the ultimate goal of the study was to 

potentially correlate product use with disease characteristics, it was imperative to obtain 

accurate information on disease characteristics. Therefore, the team had to decide how 

best to collect the self reported information on breast cancer diagnosis, staging, and 
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treatment in the absence of medical records. Dr. Chalasani and Beth High were very 

influential in development of part of the survey, as they guided the research team on what 

breast cancer patients would know and remember of their diagnosis. Taking into 

consideration what they had to say, it was decided that though patients might not 

remember the letter of the stage (e.g. Stage 2a vs. 2b), they would typically remember the 

basic stage number along with some other information used for or reflective of staging 

(positive nodes, distant metastases, need for chemotherapy). Finalizing the survey, it was 

important that all of these questions were worded in a similar manner and that all tables 

and questions operated correctly (using the branching logic, one answer to a question will 

lead to another question, but answering the opposite way will lead to a separate, 

additional question). Peer editors looked at the survey before it went live as well to make 

sure that the general population could understand what the researchers were asking. 

 In addition, it was necessary to decide what timeline to query about supplement 

use. It was decided to focus on current rather than past use in this population for fear that 

if the initial diagnosis was long ago, a person may not remember all of the supplements 

they had taken since the time of diagnosis, and cataloging current versus past use and 

correlating this information with concomitant treatments would be difficult. Collecting 

current data, we also had a better assumption that participants were reporting the correct 

supplements being taken, including fill-in-the-blank spaces at the bottom of the survey 

where individuals could input supplements not listed. Moreover, we knew what ongoing 

allopathic treatments were being used concurrently with these supplements and also 

collected information on which supplements were being taken in relation to breast cancer 

and which were being taken for reasons unrelated to breast cancer. 
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IRB Approval 

 The Institutional Review Board (IRB) is responsible for ensuring that human 

research, “defined as a systemic investigation, including research development, testing 

and evaluation, designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge” (IRB 

website) is safe and will not harm any individual participating in the research. Before 

beginning the process of getting IRB approval on the survey, I completed a mandatory 

Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative training course related to human research. 

This training focused on the ethics and morals of Biomedical Research Investigators, 

Native American Research, and Social & Behavioral Research Investigators. Training 

must be done for these topics so that researchers understand abuses that led to the 

installation of the IRB. In addition to ensuring the appropriate training of researchers, the 

IRB also mandates that the details of all proposed research projects involving human 

subjects be provided for review. Even though the project created was de-identified 

(anonymous data collection) and was associated with minimal risks to the participants, 

we still needed to submit all materials to the IRB for their review and approval. This 

process took approximately one month and included filling out four forms. The majority 

of the forms included questions about potential risks that participants may have if they 

participated in this study. Additionally, the forms outlined the compensation, or lack 

there of in this case, for participants taking part in the study. The de-identified survey 

with no benefits and/or harms to the participants was approved by the IRB, and once IRB 

approval was obtained, we finalized the survey, had it “go live” on the REDCaps 

platform, and began spreading the word amongst potential survey takers. 
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STUDY RECRUITMENT 
 
 Advertising for the survey began in early January. Due to the graciousness of Dr. 

Ali-Akbarian and Dr. Chalasani, we were able to place flyers at the check-in desk at the 

Arizona Cancer Center. However, based on the results of the prior arthritis survey, where 

social media outreach was the strongest recruiting tool and was responsible for recruiting 

most of the 700 participants, our primary recruitment focus was on the use of social 

media. I reached out to more than 31 breast cancer-related groups online via Facebook 

and an additional 22 pages via Instagram to inquire about their willingness to 

include/provide information about the study to their groups. There were only four groups 

that were willing and able to share our flyer and/or survey information. For many of the 

more recognizable groups, it was commonly found that they were unable to share any 

research that they did not specifically sponsor. I continued with my attempts to reach out 

via social media devices such as Facebook and Instagram throughout the semester.  

 Though breast cancer affects a large number of people in the United States and 

abroad (e.g. one in eight women), as compared with rheumatoid arthritis, which affects 

<1% of the population, there seemed to be a disconnect between targeted advertising and 

publicizing of the survey in breast cancer populations, and therefore in recruiting 

participants. In order to attempt to enhance recruitment from those social media groups 

who were willing to disseminate information about the survey, a Facebook page was 

created for the Dietary Supplements for Breast Cancer - University of Arizona Page. The 

idea behind this was to demonstrate to participating/queried online groups that the survey 

was legitimate and was supported with its own page. Unfortunately, to date, this has not 

enhanced recruitment. 
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 While I have been responsible for developing and initiating this study, recruitment 

will continue beyond my own participation. To assist with this, additional means of 

enhancing recruitment are being considered. For example, Dr. Funk, having done 

previous studies similar to this, facilitated my meeting with Tatiana Tomich, an 

Information Specialist at the University of Arizona BIO5 Institute who is responsible for 

public outreach and the dissemination of information related to research being performed 

by BIO5 members, such as Dr. Funk. Explaining to Tomich the public health importance 

of the project, she was completely on-board, particularly because she herself is obtaining 

an advanced degree in public health at the UA. During the meeting, we discussed the 

possibilities of creating Twitter posts, sending out articles, and overall getting word out to 

the public and the target population. Because Ms. Tomich has many connections in the 

health sciences research world, she was excited to get started on assisting in publicizing 

the survey, beginning with a media story that she is currently writing, which will focus on 

my development of this project as an undergraduate student in the UA Honors College. 
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INITIAL RESULTS OF SURVEY 

 The sample size of survey participants at the time of thesis development was n=27 

(excluding one survey initiated by a person not diagnosed with breast cancer). Data 

analysis presented here assumes specific supplements marked as “yes,” are being used, 

while supplements marked as “no” and/or not marked at all, are not being used. At this 

point in data collection, all participants are Caucasian females, living in the United States. 

Table 1: Participant Breast Cancer Diagnostic Sub-Groups Prevalence 
Type of Breast Cancer  % Survey Participants (n=27) 

ER+ and/or PR+  55.5% 

HER2+  3.7% 

HER2+ and ER+ and/or PR+ 11.1% 

Triple Negative (ER-, HER2-, PR-) 18.5% 

Not Sure 11.1% 

 

Before being diagnosed with breast cancer, 55.5% of individuals were taking OTC and/or 

food supplements. After being diagnosed with breast cancer, 70.4% of participants started 

taking OTC and/or food supplements. Currently, 85.2% of study participants are taking 

OTC and/or food supplements related or unrelated to breast cancer. Those who are not 

currently taking OTC and/or food supplements represent 14.8% of survey participants. 

Table 2: Current OTC / Food Supplement Use (n=27 total participants) 
Natural OTC and/or food 
supplements 

Using for any reason, % (n) Use Related to Breast Cancer, 
% (n) 

Vitamin C 29.6% (8) 7.4% (2) 

Vitamin D  66.6% (18) 40.7% (11) 

Multivitamin 37.0% (10) 7.4% (2) 

Calcium 59.3% (16) 18.5% (5) 

Zinc  29.6% (8) 7.4% (2) 

Asian Mushrooms 7.4% (2) 3.7% (1) 
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Fish Oil 29.6% (8) 7.4% (2) 

Flax Seed or Oil 22.2% (6) 14.8% (4) 

Ginger 3.7% (1) 3.7% (1) 

Melatonin 11.1% (3) 3.7% (1) 

Probiotic  25.9% (7) 3.7% (1) 

Cannabis 3.7% (1) 3.7% (1) 

Turmeric or Curcumin 

(capsules) 

7.4% (2) 7.4% (2) 

Green Tea  44.4% (12) 18.5% (5) 

Ginger Tea 18.5% (5) 3.7% (1) 

Turmeric Tea  7.4% (2) 7.4% (2) 

 
Six individuals listed additional OTC and/or food supplements that they CURRENTLY 

take for reasons related to breast cancer, and those supplements are L-Glutamine, Protein 

Shakes, Iron, B6, and Guanabana leaf (tea and supplement). 
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DISCUSSION 

 While the survey has been live, there have been challenges in the recruitment of 

participants. While this is common for all clinical studies, it is a bit surprising because in 

the rheumatoid arthritis (RA) study, the Funk Laboratory was able to recruit n=700 

participants using similar strategies. RA is a disease that affects <1% of the population, in 

contrast to breast cancer, which affects 1 in 8 women. A possible explanation for this is 

that RA is a chronic, active disease that is often not well controlled. In contrast, most 

patients diagnosed with breast cancer have early stage disease that does not continue to 

progress and does not require ongoing treatment after the time of the initial diagnosis, 

except for 5-10 years of anti-estrogen therapy. Thus, it is possible that as a group, this 

population is less likely to remain engaged in the use of social media related to breast 

cancer subsequent to their initial diagnosis. 

 While the sample size is smaller than initial hopes, data have been collected, 

which provide some initial insight into supplement use and appropriateness of survey 

design. It is too early to analyze completely, but it does show that the survey format 

seems effective as all individuals completed it (technically, even the individual who did 

not have breast cancer completed the survey). Amongst the responses, there are 

participants who solely marked the OTC and/or food supplements that they currently 

take, while not marking what they do not take (not marking “No I am not taking this”). 

For these cases, it was assumed that if the response was unmarked, it was because the 

individual was not currently taking that supplement. For future development, an 

instruction could be added to check yes on what you are currently taking and why and to 

also check no if you are not taking that supplement. In creation of the study, there were 
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questions about where to put the demographic questions in the survey. The questions are 

currently at the beginning of the survey, and being that all individuals (n=27) almost 

completely filled out their demographics, this seems like a good place to leave them. 

Some individuals did not include the country and therefore state they were from and a 

few also did not include their birth year. As a conclusion, there is not much that needs to 

change in the survey itself. Addition of the instruction mentioned above is the only key 

factor that may need an adjustment. There being only 6 additional self-listed OTC and/or 

food supplements amongst survey participants, it does not seem necessary to make 

changes to the current list.  

 The demographics of the participants who took the survey were self-reportedly all 

Caucasian with two of the respondents identifying as Hispanic or Latino. White women 

are the most frequent users of dietary supplements (Greenlee, et al., 2016), so it follows 

that the participants could have been more motivated to take the survey. However, there 

were only four participants (14.8%) who reported no use of any dietary supplement. 

While this shows that the data are not fully biased, the typical rate of CAM use is 60% in 

breast cancer patients post-diagnosis, with 72% using multivitamins post-diagnosis, and 

82% using vitamins and minerals post-diagnosis. The reporting amongst participants in 

this study on current use, post-diagnosis, are overall 85.2% of participants taking OTC 

and/or food supplements, with 37.0% taking a multivitamin, and 74.1% taking a mixture 

of both vitamins and minerals. This data may indicate a bias in the recruitment of 

participants who are actively taking supplements, as a majority of the women who 

participated in this study use CAM substances. With this being said, there seems to be an 

overestimate of prevalence and use of dietary supplements in the reported data since 
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previous studies have demonstrated that fewer individuals amongst the breast cancer 

population take dietary supplements. This population also had a seemingly significant 

underestimate in multivitamin use, while having a similar vitamin and mineral use 

estimate. It is interesting to also note that before diagnosis, 55.5% of participants reported 

taking OTC and/or food supplements, whereas after diagnosis, that number increased to 

70.4% of participants – another demonstration that supports previously collected data.  

 In regards to the population of breast cancer patients and their sub-group type at 

initial diagnosis, it seems that the survey participants were similar to those of national 

demographics. Around 70% of women with breast cancer have ER+ tumors, and the 

demographics found were 55.5% of the population. In the study, HER2+/ER+/PR+ 

represented 11.1%, which is close to the general population (about 10%). The triple 

negative tumors were 18.5% of the study population, while being 13% in the general 

population. For HER2+ tumors, the data collected showed it represented 3.7% of the 

population, which is very similar to the general population, which has a prevalence of 

5%. With all this being said, though no values are identical, most were very similar to 

population-based estimates, and therefore, at this point in data analysis, the data suggests 

that the cohort is representative of the general population. 

 Initial results of the survey indicate that vitamin D is the most commonly used 

OTC supplement and vitamin amongst the current survey participants. This was also true 

in the arthritis survey population (under preparation for publication). The most common 

mineral was calcium. Of the natural products and food supplements, green tea was the 

most commonly used for reasons related and unrelated to breast cancer (44.4% for any 

reason and 18.5% for breast cancer specifically). One third of respondents also reported 
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use of fish oil, probiotics, and flax seed (oil). Of these, green tea and flax seed were most 

commonly used for reasons related to breast cancer. 

  Looking at vitamin D is especially useful in breast cancer patients with ER+ 

tumors. These women take hormone therapy in the form of anti-estrogens, which are 

hurtful to bone, leading to osteoporosis (Datta & Schwartz, 2014), an effect that can be 

countered by the beneficial bone effects of vitamin D. Because of this, an interesting 

question would be how many ER+ participants are currently taking vitamin D? Upon 

further review, out of 18 women who have had ER+ tumors, eight women are currently 

taking vitamin D for reasons related to their breast cancer diagnosis. Three more women 

are taking vitamin D, however they are taking it for reasons not related to breast cancer. 

Of the rest of the individuals who reported having ER+ tumors, six reported that they are 

not taking vitamin D whatsoever. Half (three) of the women in this category are 

completed with their treatment while the other half (three) is in active treatment.  
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 Going forward, recruitment will remain a focus of this project with a plan to 

continue advertising in order to obtain a larger response from the targeted population. By 

better targeting the population, we hope to gain more participation so that our sample size 

can be larger. In order to accomplish this goal, we plan to continue working with Ms. 

Tomich and using the BIO5 advertising strategies. Additionally, we hope to continue 

having Dr. Ali-Akbarian and Dr. Chalasani assist in advertising to their patients. If it 

could be possible to recruit more oncologists to assist in advertising and getting the word 

out about the survey, that would be ideal. Attending future breast cancer support-based 

events such as “Race for the Cure” and/or “Making Strides Against Breast Cancer” 

and/or any “Susan G. Komen” events with a mobile device such as an iPad, we hope to 

gain more participants. 

 In regards to the survey itself, based on the current data that we have, at this time, 

we do not see a need to change the survey itself, other than a possible change in format to 

verify non-use listed items (since checking “no” was often missed). In the future, it may 

be necessary to make changes to or add to the listed OTC and/or food supplements that 

were compiled. Though we took in many medical professionals opinions on the matter, it 

is important to look at the participants’ perspectives as well.   

 Once there is a larger sample size, the data collected must be further analyzed. 

The most commonly used OTC and/or food supplements must be determined based on 

the prevalence of how many participants check off the box. Additionally, we must 

analyze the natural OTC and/or food supplements that participants listed as also taking. 

Using this information, we will determine whether we need to add supplements to the 
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survey list. Once we have these general figures found, it is of interest to the researchers to 

see if there are any common OTC and/or food supplements specific to the type of breast 

cancer a person was initially diagnosed with and whether or not there is a correlation 

between the stage of breast cancer the individual was diagnosed with and any of the 

natural OTC and/or food supplements. 

 The research team completing the project continues to strive to gain a greater 

response from the public especially with such a large prevalence of affected individuals, 

the goal remains to have as many individuals in the breast cancer population, those who 

currently have breast cancer and those who have previously been diagnosed, participate 

in the survey. We maintain that with a larger response, we will be able to compile a list of 

OTC and/or food supplements that this specific population most commonly takes. Upon 

compilation of this list, we hope to disseminate this population-based information to 

medical professionals in all areas of breast cancer treatment since patients, on an 

individual level, frequently do not disclose their supplement use. In addition, it is a public 

health goal of ours to bring the compilation to the attention of researchers in the area, so 

that further research can be completed, ensuring that there are no drug-drug interactions 

that negatively affect the individual during active and/or post-treatment. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL	FIGURE:	Survey	Instrument	
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